Wheelchair Cleaning and Infection Control in Facilities

Wheelchairs are an essential part of healthcare institutions, from emergency rooms to rehab hospitals to long-term care homes. A recent study by Bridgepoint's Collaboratory for Research and Innovation published in the American Journal of Infection Control, has shown that there are no clear guidelines for cleaning and disinfecting these complex pieces of equipment.¹ [Click here to learn more about the "That's Wheelie Gross" study.]

¹From That's Wheelie Gross by Bridgepoint Active Healthcare.

BRODA's ACC (Acute Care Chair) padding option for the 785 Elite Tilt Recliner helps address infection control concerns in facilities. The full wrap vinyl covers are easy to wipe down and clean, and completely cover the seat and back frame and the strapping. The ABS footrest aids in easy cleaning and is ideal for multi-person use. Our vinyl used on the ACC is anti-microbial and anti-fungal, helping to prevent growth of bacteria. [Click here to learn more about the ACC (Acute Care Chair) Package.]

When Comfort is Essential, our customers agree:

"It's time for a BRODA"